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imposing waterfalls.
Beatenberg - Sun terrace of the
Bernese Oberland, 600 metres above
Lake Thun with a breath-taking view of
the Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau.

Murren - is situated on a sunny,
sheltered plateau high above the
Lauterbrunnen Valley. Murren is a
car-free resort, and guests are assured
quiet and relaxing holidays.

Wengen - The perfect place for rest and
relaxation yet spiced with an exciting
array of sporting activities. Summer
or Winter - wonderful Wengen is just
the place to make your heart jump for
joy!!!

Ringgenberg - Goldswil - faces south
on a sheltered corner of the Lake of
Brienz. A nearby lake, the "Burgseeli",
offers a true paradise for nature-lovers
and water enthusiasts alike.

Iseltwald - this hospitable fishing village
on the Lake of Brienz is a favourite
holiday spot. It enjoys a quiet location
and offers many hiking possibilities.

BrienzRothornBahn - Dream of Steam
in the Bernese Oberland. On this alpine
tour all the puffing is done by the train!!!
Atrip not to be missed, with spectacular
views (in good weather of course!!).

Swiss Open-Air Museum Ballenberg
: Switzerland as it used to be. More
than 90 century-old buildings from
all over Switzerland, 250 farmyard
animals, "historical" gardens and
fields, demonstrations of typical crafts
and many special events all create a
vivid impression of rural life in bygone
days. Ballenberg is in fact absolutely
unique.

Jungfrau Marathon - (if the timing is
right as I'm unsure when this is held
but it wouldn't be for me anyway!!!) This
is the toughest marathon in the world!
Starting from Interlaken, it covers the
classic distance of 42.195km and a
difference in altitude of 1810 metres!!!
The course is set amid Switzerlands'
superb Alpine setting of the Eiger,
Monch and Jungfrau mountains, and
ranges from idyllic Lake Brienz to the
foot of the Eiger North Wall!

I hope that this gives you an insight
of where you can go and what you
can do in an area of the Bernese
Oberland I'm sure that you would
love it and I really wish that you could
all see this absolutely beautiful part of
Switzerland!!!

Regards

Marianne

President's Report
I'm sure that you have all enjoyed
this beautiful, warm weather we
have been having recently but
to be truthful I am now enjoying
a little cooler nights!!!

Our picnic was a great success,
although our Kiwi-Swiss numbers
were down a little this year... but
there was a huge amount of sport
and culture on that weekend
and I hope that you all enjoyed
good crowds and participation of
activities at your picnics.

I really would like to urge all
parents and/or grandparents to
take their children to functions
organised by the local Swiss
Clubs, because these children
will be the future of their clubs

and although support of most
of the Swiss Clubs is currently

good, we would wish this to
continue in the years to come.
All clubs organise a variety of
activities for the young and not-
so-young, and I am certain that
some of these activities would
appeal to every generation

be it jassen, steinstossen,
schwingen, shooting, keglen, just
social gatherings and chatting,
delicious meals with tremendous
variety, participation in various
parades, walks etc so come
along and support these events.
There will be something to your
liking!!!

Looking forward to your
participation,

Regards

Marianne

Spruch des Monats
Skinny Dipping

An old farmer in Georgia, had a large pond behind his
house, all fixed up very nicely, with picnic tables, basketball

court etc!

The pond was properly shaped and was suitable for
swimming in! One evening the old farmer decided to go
down to the pond, as he hadn't been there for a while.

As he neared the pond, he heard voices shouting and
laughing with glee!!! As he came closer, he saw a group of
women skinny dipping, in the pond! He made the women

aware of his presence and they all swam to the deep end of
the pond!

One of the women shouted, "we're not coming out of the
water, until you leave"!!!

The old man replied, "I didn't come down here to watch a
bunch of naked ladies swim, or make you, get out of the

pond I'm here to feed the alligators"!!! Within seconds, all
the naked ladies, hurried out of the pond!!!

The Moral of the Story is : Old age and cunning will always
triumph over youth and exuberance!!!

Contributed by Walter Seifert.
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